
Please read the following instructions carefully and 
completely before use. Correct application is required 
to ensure proper function of the device.

Intended for single patient use.

WARNING: This product should be used 
only under the supervision of a medical 
professional. If your pain increases or 
persists or you experience any unusual 
reactions while using this product, consult 
your healthcare provider immediately.

DO NOT REMOVE the Neutral 
Humerus Fracture Brace unless told to do 
so by your physician.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
1.  Allow patient’s arm to hang in natural position.  Apply one clean two-ply stockinette to 

upper arm (A).  Smooth out any wrinkles.  
2. Loosen straps on humeral shells (B). 
3.  Remove small inner shell of cuff and place along the inside of the patient’s arm.  This 

should be positioned over the mid-shaft of the patient’s humerus, approximately ½" or 
one finger width between armpit (axillary) space and brace.

4.  Place outer humeral shell (B) over the lateral aspect of the arm covering the shoulder (deltoid) 
and mid-shaft of the humerus.  

5.  Hold both shells (B) together and fasten the middle strap by threading the hook and loop 
strap through the plastic loop and secure.  

NOTE:  If possible, have someone assist the patient with application of the brace to ensure 
the best fit.

6.  Secure remaining top and bottom straps by threading the hook and loop strap through 
the plastic loop and secure. 

7.  Once straps have been fastened, re-adjust the straps so the brace fits snug, but is comfortable
8. Open collar and wrist cuff sling (C).  Place affected wrist in the cuff and secure.
9.  Open quick-release plastic buckle and place collar sling strap (C) around the back of the neck.  
10. Position neck pad at the base of the neck and attach quick-release buckle to secure.  
NOTE:   Sling strap is adjustable for proper arm height.
NOTE:   Re-adjust components for comfort.
NOTE:   If pinching occurs between the brace and skin, pull stockinette up or down to 

eliminate pinching.

Please visit our website at www.birdcronin.com for additional product and warranty 
information or contact a customer care representative at 800-328-1095.
NOTICE: This device is only one element in the overall treatment program administered by a medical professional. While every effort 
has been made to obtain the maximum compatibility of function, strength, durability and comfort, there is no guarantee that injury will 
be prevented through the use of this product.
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